The US Navy is developing a new suite of computational mechanics tools to predict ship response and damage during threat weapon encounters. Navy Enhanced Sierra Mechanics is optimized to support high-performance computing architectures, providing the physics-based ship response and threat weapon damage predictions needed to support the design and assessment of highly survivable ships.
T he High Performance Computing Modernization Program (HPCMP) Computational Research and Engineering Acquisition Tools and Environments (CREATE) program
1 was initiated to develop physics-based software designed to optimally exploit current and future high-performance computing (HPC) platforms in support of US Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition programs. By employing high-fidelity modeling and simulation (M&S) earlier in the design process, design features can be matured and fully evaluated earlier than is possible with current practices, thus reducing technical, cost, and schedule risks. Additionally, the need for expensive and time-consuming physical testing can be reduced with testing focused on the most critical parameters, optimizing the balance between M&S and physical testing. The US military services (Army, Navy, and Air Force) have identified technology areas where the development of high-fidelity, physics-based M&S could provide the most benefit for future acquisition programs.
One area the US Navy identified for CREATE development was the prediction of ship shock/damage when Navy assets are subjected to threat weapon engagement. For more than 200 years, the Navy has successfully developed optimized and highly survivable ships with demonstrated capability. Navy warships are designed to withstand a wide range of weapon effects and are provided with tailored protection technologies to defend against specific threat engagements, subject to survivability evaluation assessments in accordance with live fire test and evaluation requirements.
2 However, the Navy's current practices, while robust and effective, rely heavily on physical testing to support the design and validation of ship capability and hardness, and this physical testing, out of necessity tied to design maturity, is performed fairly late in the design process. Design limitations and deficiencies are determined at a time when remediation can add considerable cost and schedule slip to the acquisition process. Additionally, the significant cost and schedule impact of testing new survivability technologies and design features severely limit our ability for innovation.
M&S has been an important and useful adjunct that has supported ship shock/damage resistant ship design and assessment for many years. Advances in computational mechanics (CM) and the rapid development of HPC provide the opportunity to significantly enhance the Navy's ship design and assessment process by exploiting M&S earlier in the design process and in a more prominent role, identifying more controlled and focused physical experiments to provide the M&S process with those elements that "fill in the gaps" of current inherent limitations in M&S capabilities.
Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division (NSWCCD) is the Navy warfare center charged with leading the design, assessment, and R&D engineering required for ship vulnerability. In FY2007, NSWCCD initiated a requirements definition process and analysis of alternatives to determine the optimal approach to developing a CREATE-Ships project shock/damage toolset. The technical approach chosen from the analysis process, and approved by the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEASYSCOM) ship vulnerability reduction technical warrant holders (TWHs), was to leverage the investment and success of the Department of Energy (DOE) Advanced Scientific Computing (ASC) Sierra Mechanics product to provide the structural enhancements needed to address ship dynamic response and damage modeling technologies. Sierra Mechanics provides a massively parallel suite of CM tools, including a structural dynamics (SD) solver that serves as the basis for efficient and accurate shock response prediction as well as a solid mechanics (SM) solver that serves as the basis for predicting ship damage. To model threat loading, we initially chose to leverage the Office of Naval Research's (ONR's) investment in developing the Dynamic System Mechanics Advanced Simulation (DYSMAS) 3 tool. DYSMAS includes a massively parallel Eulerian solver (DYS-MAS/FD) and a fluid/structure interaction (FSI) capability. The CREATE product is called Navy Enhanced Sierra Mechanics (NESM), and its first production release was in April 2011, NESM v1.0.
In the past several years, NESM development has focused on enhancing the Lagrangian capabilities in Sierra Mechanics to increase the capability and fidelity of structural response and damage to ship structures (due to threat weapon engagement). Enhancements included improved structural element capability, advanced material deformation and damage modeling, multiscale modeling, and acoustic shock modeling for deep submergence, as well as various capabilities to improve usability. The latest release (NESM v4.0, April 2016) provides state-ofthe-art features to address the spectrum of underwater explosion (UNDEX) scenarios as well as several features to assess airborne explosion (AIREX) threat engagements. Starting in 2013, we also embarked on the development of the Navy Energetic Modeling Oracle (NEMO), which will provide a testbed Eulerian capability coupled to Sierra Mechanics as part of the NESM suite. NEMO addresses various challenges in computational fluid dynamics and FSI, providing the software framework for the next chapter of NESM development. NEMO is part of NESM v4.0.
NESM Development Team
The NESM development team consists of engineers and scientists from NSWCCD, Sandia National Laboratories, and Thornton Tomasetti Weidlinger Applied Science. Verification and validation studies are led by NSWCCD survivability analysts representing the US Navy's state of the art.
Architecture and Toolkit Design
By leveraging multiple existing software development efforts, NESM has succeeded in rapidly and cost-effectively producing a robust toolkit for the Navy's survivability and weapons effects community. These efforts span multiple organizations, time zones, programming languages, and disciplines; this breadth of content mandates adherence to rigorous software engineering practices.
The target user base must model a wide variety of phenomena, including incident loads (due to threat weapons), structural dynamics, solid mechanics, and coupled FSI events. To meet these varied requirements, NESM has assembled a multitude of software tools into a single comprehensive toolkit. Figure 1 shows a high-level description of the toolkit. Although the program has funded incremental developments in pre-and postprocessing tools, the vast majority of our efforts are focused on the computational "engines" (the items in the Figure 1 's dashed lines).
When NESM users begin a project, they require many stand-alone capabilities, including (but not limited to) finite element model (FEM) checkout/verification, basic structural analysis (modal, static, implicit/explicit transient), and threat characterization. By leveraging many of the Sierra tools, NESM provides structural analysis capabilities to meet many of these needs. One focus of the NESM project has been to tailor and enhance the core capabilities in Sierra's Lagrangian solver packages to better meet the community's needs. The community's fluid dynamics requirements are fulfilled by leveraging the Eulerian hydrocode capabilities contained in both DYSMAS/FD and NEMO. All these tools can be run individually. Each of these tools exhibits favorable scalability, allowing for massively parallel solutions.
Espousing a modular approach, the NESM toolkit contains multiple coupling communication APIs. The latest coupling communication API added to NESM is called the Navy standard coupler (NSC); it was developed under an effort to test and examine new FSI approaches. The NSC API is designed for massively parallel scalability, leveraging the architectures of the latest HPC platforms.
Software Engineering
Each tool's development team has made software engineering decisions to fit the tool's specific intended uses and the team's skillset. Despite varied approaches to writing and maintaining the tools, each tool follows modern software engineering practices.
The tools are written in a variety of languages: Sierra is primarily C and C++, DYSMAS/FD is Fortran90, and NEMO is primarily Fortran90, with accessory tools written in Fortran and Python. All the NESM tools employ modern code architecture, including dynamic memory allocation, pointers, derived data types, modules, and classes/ objects (where applicable). The code communication APIs are all written to be language-agnostic, and the language that a developer chooses for a specific task is often a combination of both preference and convention.
Organizing these codebases is accomplished via industry-standard configuration management software. The version control applications used by the team are Git and Apache Subversion. The DYSMAS/FD team uses Jenkins as their continuous integration tool, and best practices encourage frequent commits with clear commit messages. All tools utilize DoxyGen for automatic code documentation and flow diagrams.
Because the DoD analyst community uses these tools to support acquisition programs, strict software verification and validation (V&V) is a critical aspect of our development process. Each site has its own infrastructure to address this subject. Many of these practices have evolved by leveraging the excellent habits of the Sierra teams, which have grown out of the ASC initiative. As an example, both the DYSMAS/FD and NEMO teams use customized test harnesses (DYSMAS test harness [DTH] and NEMO regression tester [NERT], respectively) to ensure quality control. Customized unit test frameworks also exist to facilitate more rigorous software verification. Thorough, comprehensive V&V bolsters software quality control efforts.
NESM supports a subset of the system platforms supported by the Sierra Mechanics project. Current target architectures include the messagepassing interface (MPI; specifically, OpenMPI 1.6, IntelMPI 4.1, Cray MPICH), compiler (Intel 14.0, GCC 4.7), and 64-bit OS (Red Hat Enterprise Linux, SUSE Linux, Cray Linux Environment). The list of supported architectures evolves as the DoD rolls out new supercomputing resource centers.
Sierra Mechanics (Structural Dynamics and Solid Mechanics)
The DOE has heavily invested in high-performance, high-fidelity finite element software for the 
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analysis of weapon systems and components. The Sierra software suite has capability in thermal mechanics, fluid dynamics, structural dynamics, and solid mechanics, along with relevant coupling between these diverse physics. Because of the DOE's need for predictive modeling, a key element of this capability has been demonstrable scalability. Verification, a critical component of this success, depends on robust software quality engineering and on domain-specific tools for assessing model accuracy. For example, the feature coverage tool provides information about the physics models exercised in the tests and ties analysts' models to existing verification tests. 4 A solid computational framework forms a critical part of this development and includes tools for linear algebra, linear solvers, contact search and enforcement, code coupling, and parallel services. The software is based on distributed computing through MPI but is being transitioned to nextgeneration platforms that will require multiple levels of parallelism, including threads. Development continues on next-generation hardware such as the Xeon/Phi, IBM/OpenPOWER, 5 and GPUs. The Sierra structural dynamics (Sierra/SD) module provides high-performance analysis of full ship components. Analysis of eigenproblems, frequency domain problems, and fluid structurecoupled transient dynamics are required. Models up to many millions of degrees of freedom require effective parallel strategies with excellent scalability. 6 Superelement models permit efficient assembly of detailed components.
NESM team enhancements to the general SD capabilities include additional element formulations for specialized beams, shells, and specialized user-defined mounts, as well as more general capabilities such as dynamic design analysis method 7 and hydrostatic balance. Modal-based solutions (including superelement reduction) are built on a filtered selection of eigenvectors to improve performance and accuracy. Selective component mode synthesis 8 was an important development that can significantly reduce transient structural computing requirements.
Parallel solvers have been enhanced to better respond to needs for very high accuracy required by some ship models. 9 Ongoing development of linear solvers is essential to maintain compatibility with emerging and future hardware platforms and to manage ever-increasing model sizes. Solvers, and the application in general, accommodate specialized handling for filtering rigid body modes.
SD provides a wealth of options for model damping. In addition to system-proportional methods, damping can be applied through viscoelastic materials, by block proportionally, or as modal contribution to a direct transient response. 10 Additional capabilities include a fully coupled suite of acoustics analysis, including nonlinear acoustics and infinite elements, as well as inverse methods for identification of loads and materials compositions. NESM team enhancements allow for deeply submerged ship UNDEX response predictions using acoustic approximations for the fluid.
The Sierra solid mechanics (Sierra/SM) module provides robust solutions to problems of high nonlinearity in contact, damage, and fragmentation. Implicit and explicit time integration and quasistatics are fully scalable in parallel. Capabilities exist for coupling to thermal codes, fluid codes, and hydrocodes.
NESM team enhancements include coupled Navy applications with the addition of nonlinear beams, lofted composite shells, and Navy equipment isolation mounts. This module offers a variety of material failure modeling capabilities, such as material failure via element deletion, cohesive zone and localization elements, and automatic remeshing with Sandia-developed nodal-based tetrahedral elements. Additionally, ONR-developed material models with failure have been added and validated for NESM applications.
Multiscale solutions are necessary to analyze detailed portions of a ship that might have undergone severe damage. The finely meshed portions of the model in the damaged region can be effectively coupled to coarser outer regions through multipoint constraints and edge-to-face contacts. Such multiscale solutions enable attaching coarse exterior shell models to refined models of either shells or solid meshes. This feature has been a core focus of the NESM team collaboration and supports the NESM automated mesh refinement future capability.
The material model library offers over 50 models including equation of state (EOS) and user-defined models. One available arbitrary contact capability is massively parallel-capable and satisfies momentum balance and frictional surface interface conditions. General all-to-all contact capabilities are applied when significant damage or crush occurs. Time-scaling techniques permit explicit time steps that are much larger than the traditional stable step sizes.
Flexibility in the software is important in both the structural and fluids domains. Navy-specific (and general user-defined) equipment isolation mounts and user-defined materials provide extensibility to the software that broadens general capabilities to meet needs specific to ship structures.
DYSMAS/FD Euler Solver
The central code of the DYSMAS fluid dynamics (FD) package (DYSMAS/FD) 3 is Gemini, a massively parallel multimaterial Euler equation solver originally designed to simulate UNDEX effects. DYSMAS/FD was developed as part of the ONR DYSMAS program.
11 DYSMAS/FD is capable of modeling the entire range of UNDEX phenomena, including explosive detonation, shock physics, bubble dynamics, cavitation, and FSI.
DYSMAS/FD employs an explicit finite volume higher-order Godunov scheme to accurately capture shocks; it has also been enhanced to accurately capture the low-pressure phenomena associated with cavitation and UNDEX bubble behavior. Solutions can be obtained in one, two, or three dimensions, and a robust rezone capability exists for mapping flowfields between different meshes and coordinate systems.
DYSMAS/FD includes a robust EOS package capable of representing many material types, including ideal and nonideal explosives. Methods used to model detonation include instantaneous, prescribed, and reactive burns. In addition, a mixed burn algorithm, which varies burning according to the amount of locally available air, can be employed.
The ability of the DYSMAS/FD Eulerian solver to accurately simulate UNDEX loading was endorsed by a study entitled Navy Ship Underwater Shock Prediction and Testing Capabilities. 12 Specifically, the 2007 report concluded that the "comparisons demonstrate that the DYSMAS code does an excellent job reproducing the liquid response to the explosion." DYSMAS/FD parallelization is based on the MPI standard and the domain decomposition technique. Careful implementation of communication strategies has led to a highly efficient and scalable code for parallel computations. In July 2014, excellent scalability was demonstrated with a series of simulations, the largest being 4.1 billion cells with 32,768 cores. In August 2015, UNDEX simulations were run using up to 1.48 trillion Euler cells with up to 110,592 cores.
The simulation of UNDEX effects on nearby structures is achieved by coupling the DYSMAS/ FD fluid solver with a structural solver by using the DYSMAS/SCI. The SCI is a communications protocol for the two-way exchange of information between fluid and structure codes. The SCI couples the two codes using the embedded mesh approach-that is, the meshes for the two codes are independent. Thus, the fluid mesh can be constructed easily without regard to the structure mesh. Geometry routines compute the intersection between the meshes and the transformation of quantities from one mesh to the other.
There are two choices for the time integration of an SCI-coupled simulation. The original DYSMAS method is known as concurrent time stepping, or CTS. With CTS, both the fluid and structural codes execute simultaneously to advance their respective solutions to an agreed upon time. They then exchange information and the process repeats. As a result of new DYSMAS applications in which the CTS coupling stability was severely stressed, a new procedure known as sequential time stepping, or STS, was implemented. In this scheme, one code waits while the other solves its equations of motion, permitting updated boundary conditions to be used for the code that advances second. This staggered strategy leads to improved stability for certain classes of problems.
The DYSMAS/SCI coupling scheme was originally designed for naval applications and thus is capable of modeling the UNDEX holing of thinwalled structures, which can be problematic for many hydrocodes. Shell structures are represented by a doubly wetted interface, an infinitesimally thin interface with fluid on both sides. Currently, the SCI operates in a serial manner, communicating between the fluid solver (DYSMAS/FD) and the structural solver via master nodes.
NEMO
The NESM toolkit includes a new Eulerian hydrocode capability requested by the NAVSEASYS-COM ship vulnerability reduction TWHs that will serve as a testbed for advanced simulation capabilities emerging from academia in key areas such as FSI and multiphase computational fluid dynamics. NEMO is a new software development effort that will provide an extensible framework for testing new fluid solver approaches. 13 The guiding philosophy behind NEMO is to introduce technologies tailored to the needs of the ship design and acquisition community. Technologies that reduce analyst time, reduce computation turnaround time, and increase accuracy are given priority as these technologies result in reduced costs to the Navy.
As a proof of concept, the first approach that NEMO implements is based on the finite volume exact Riemann (FIVER) approach developed by the Farhat Research Group at Stanford University. 14 The FIVER framework treats discontinuities in the flowfield as 1D Riemann problems, including discontinuities at fluid-fluid interfaces (FFIs) and FSIs. Three-dimensional solutions are provided using a standard operator-splitting technique that builds on 1D solutions in the cardinal directions. Although the FIVER approach has had demonstrated successes, 15 NEMO aims to be approachagnostic, and as the NEMO framework undergoes continual development, new technologies will be explored and incorporated as needed.
NEMO focuses on providing accurate and robust FSI capabilities that are critical for Navy survivability computations. The aforementioned FIVER approach, which is NEMO's starting point, has demonstrated stability in a variety of challenging multiphysics problems. Stability has proved to be critical for full ship survivability calculations. These calculations are inherently expensive due to analyst engagement time, and considerable analyst effort can be wasted applying ad hoc stability controls to run calculations to completion. Large-scale calculations that ultimately produce unstable solutions (in the late time response regime) result in lost analyst time and can result in great expenses.
Through the FIVER approach, NEMO also improves code robustness via the elimination of mixed cell algorithms in the fluid solver. The FIV-ER framework treats discontinuities in the flowfield as 1D Riemann problems, including FFI discontinuities. Rather than employing ad hoc schemes to homogenize fluid properties over the cell, the FIV-ER approach handles the discontinuity explicitly. The homogenization process can result in unphysical fluid energy states that can cause calculations to grind to a halt by imposing extremely small CFL conditions. NEMO also includes volume-of-fluid (VoF) methods to handle FFIs, enabling direct comparison of both methodologies.
Experience with full ship survivability simulation has demonstrated that scalability of the FSI algorithm is critical as computational power increases. With increases in computing capability, available resolution on the fluid and structural sides increases. This improvement in resolution also carries an overhead in communication, making it important that the FSI approach scales well with increasing numbers of computational domains. The NEMO code employs a fully parallel FSI approach that will achieve the requisite scalability; it's designed for massively parallel scalability, leveraging the architectures of the latest HPC platforms within the DoD.
NEMO utilizes the NSC, a new MPI-based fully parallel coupling communication interface. This communication API is a flexible framework that allows for fully parallel (fluid and structure) communication of data-intensive messages between software analysis packages. The NSC API architecture is built to enable a flexible and extensible environment for the investigation of coupling schemes of different orders of accuracy. The NSC API is a surface-to-volume approach that fully supports interfacing to Navy shell model structural FEMs and permits the failure of shell elements.
The initial release of the NEMO code is included in NESM v4.0. The initial capability is based on the FIVER framework; however, NEMO's main goal is to provide a testbed for advanced Eulerian capabilities. As such, the capability provided will be readily extensible and adaptable to other emerging fluid solver technologies.
Verification and Validation
Significant effort has been invested in the ongoing V&V of NESM, with the scope, planning, approach, and products all reviewed and approved by the NAVSEASYSCOM ship vulnerability reduction TWHs. 8, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] NESM V&V Example: Floating Shock Platform The floating shock platform (FSP) is a barge structure that's heavily utilized for shock qualification and provides an excellent platform for initial code validation. In 2012, six UNDEX shots were conducted against the FSP as part of the UNDEXinduced crew injury test series. 16 A linear elastic FEM provided the basis for this study's V&V efforts. The model consisted of approximately 42,000 elements and 37,000 nodes constructed of plate, beam, spring, and mass elements. Figure 2 shows the FSP test setup and FEM.
A 2D axisymmetric fluid grid was used to propagate the shock wave out until a termination criterion was reached, typically just before the shock wave impinged on the structure. Then, a 3D fluid grid was used to continue the simulation, requiring the state of the 2D simulation to be mapped onto the 3D grid by revolving about the vertical axis. Both grids have a refined mesh zone whose extent and resolution are dependent on the physics intended to be captured during that particular phase of the UNDEX.
November/December 2016
Overall, NESM predictions of the FSP response to UNDEX loading compare favorably, including shock and bubble pulse loadings. One example is the response of the FSP along the inner bottom of the hull, captured at gage V5006V ( Figure 3 ). The plot compares three test records to simulation at the corresponding FEM node. The model's response is observed to be consistent with test records, although kickoff velocity is slightly underpredicted.
NESM V&V Example: Hydrobulge
The hydrobulge is a canonical validation problem used to characterize the accuracy of hydrocodes. In this experiment, an air-backed aluminum cylinder is filled with water, and a charge is detonated in the center of the aluminum tube. 22 The structure is plastically deformed, and the resulting structural response can be used to characterize the explosive charge's behavior.
In NEMO, this problem was used as a coupled, system-level validation test to verify multiple software routines. The loads generated via detonation (and resulting shock propagation) tested the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) and Tillotson EOS implementations, as well as the shock-capturing scheme. This example uses a VoF approach for FFI. Coupling communication was also tested, with the pressures passed to the wetted surface driving the cylinder's inner-wall response, which in turn drives the values of pressures at that interface.
The structural model and accompanying fluid flowfield are relatively small, in part due to the use of one-eighth symmetry in the analyses. Two structural models were used in these analyses, with either solid or shell elements representing the aluminum cylinder. Both representations yield similar responses, with the solid model results shown in Figure 4 . Analyses capture all relevant loading phenomena (incident shock, local cavitation, shock/ bubble rarefaction, and cavitation closure) and correlate with experimental results.
NESM V&V Example: M/V M-Star
On 27 July 2010, the M/V M-Star, a Japanese crude oil carrier, suffered damage to the hull as a result of a boat bomb attack while transiting the Persian Gulf. NSWCCD was given the task of approximating the size and standoff of the charge. NESM was one of the software packages used in support of this effort.
The FEM contained approximately 300,000 shell elements, and the empirical blast loading model in NESM was employed. Figure 5 shows a picture of the ship's hull along with a NESM analysis.
Future Directions
Going forward, NESM development will focus on capabilities needed to enhance M&S usage for current applications, address current limitations, and broaden the validated suite of physics. The toolkit will also continue to provide capability that minimizes user time to solution (primarily labor hours to solution).
Automated Remeshing
We're actively developing the capability to take a coarse structural FEM-designed to resolve the shock environment due to standoff UNDEX engagement (but not designed to resolve structural damage)-and subject it to a structurally damaging UNDEX attack, providing an estimate of the extent of the model that is underresolved, then automatically remesh that section of the model with sufficient detail to fully resolve structural damage. This will take maximum advantage of the Sierra/SM multigrid capabilities developed for NESM. A detailed requirements document has been developed and vetted by the Navy's vulnerability community, 23 including a detailed description and schematic of the workflow as well as technical examples (generated manually) of the resulting mesh-resolved (for structural damage prediction) FEM.
Mixed Explicit-Implicit Structural Response
Most ship threat engagement problems involve response over multiple time scales. The initial response to the direct shockwave loading (either UNDEX or AIREX) typically exhibits a highfrequency reaction of short duration followed by a longer period of vibratory response. The initial response is optimally solved (from the structural perspective) using explicit time integration, while the later time response should be more optimally solved using implicit time integration. NESM currently has the capability to perform the nonlinear structural time integration using explicit or implicit time integration. We plan to develop the capability to switch back and forth between time integration schemes, as loading dictates, for optimal solution time while matching frequency content without the creation of artificial noise, which is inherent in hand-off calculations. This capability is anticipated to significantly reduce computational resource requirements for problems where later time response impacts the M&S quantities of interest. N ESM is providing the Navy with significant capability enhancements, some of which were previously unavailable, that greatly expand the use of M&S in support of shock qualification, vulnerability assessment, and live fire test and evaluation requirements. NESM is currently being utilized by several ongoing Navy ship acquisition programs. Additionally, NESM continuously monitors the short-and long-term needs of stakeholders, customers, and the user community, defining development requirements that respond to evolving Navy needs. NESM development (along with all CREATE-Ships products) is subject to a rigorous oversight process staffed by members of the senior executive service from NAVSEASYSCOM, NAVSEASYSCOM ship vulnerability reduction TWHs, the program executive offices, ONR, and our HPCMP sponsor to ensure that our objectives, accomplishments, and long-range plans align with the larger Navy vision. 
